CHAPTER LV.
1 he god said :—Now I shall speak to yon abo-ut the
pedestals of the divine images, which shall equal the image
in length and shall be half as much broad (r). In the alter-
native the breadth shall be equal to the half or one-third of
the measure of the height, and its belt shall be equal to the
one-third of its breadth (2). The hollow or cavity in the
inside shall he of that measure, and shall be sloping towards
its posterior part,, and a space measuring a quarter part of the
pedestal shall be set apart for the exits or passages of
water (3). The Ssmamulfts (water passages of equal base)
shall -have a breadth equal to the half measure ot the space
set apdrt for water passages, and their beds shall be equal to
the third thereof (4). The water passages of equal base, shall
fiave a breadth at the extremity equal to the half thereof j and
ithe channel will have a breadth equal to the one-third part of the
breadth of the pedestal (5). The image of the god Mahadeva
may be as long as the pedestal, or may be half as much m
length. In the former case the height of the pedestal is to be
divided into sixteen parts as before; and the six divisions be-
Itow should be made, as occupying the two parts of its entire
height, and its neck or the extreme upper border should be
laid about with the three parts thereof, 3nd the foundation,
indents, steps and the platforms shall comprise such a part
«r a bkaga respectively. The measures of the different parts
stated above, shall hold good m the eases of all ordinary
images (6—7). The front of the image shall be propor-
t To note to the door of the temple, and the elephants, tigers,
and other beasts of prey shaft be carved into the region
occupied by the halo of the image (8). The pedestal of an
image of the god Hart should be made in a way as to show it

